















VILLA 44 IS A CONTEMPORARY DESIGN 

VILLA WITH APARTMENT WITHIN WALKING 

DISTANCE OF THE BEACH AND CENTRE  

 


CORALESTATESALES.COM


It is almost certain that villa 44 is well known to people who know Coral Estate. The villa is striking 

on the main road to the sea villas of Coral Estate and consists of 2 floors. The lot is wonderfully 

spacious with 1,090 m2, tropical in appearance but easy to maintain.


 






























When we arrive at the villa we first go up with the stairs. Here is the owner's floor with lovely sea 

view veranda, the swimming pool and a comfortable house with spacious living room, modern - 

open design - island kitchen and 2 bedrooms with shared bathroom. The bedrooms are pleasantly 

sized and both equipped with 2 windows with glass shutters, allowing the wind to pass through the 

bedrooms and villa. Of course, the bedrooms are also equipped with air conditioning. The shared 

bathroom is pleasantly spacious and equipped with a shower, wide modern sink and toilet. The tile 

choice is tasteful in a sand color and modern ceramic tile.


























The living room is pleasantly light and flows seamlessly into the veranda on the sea side. The island 

kitchen is modern white with plenty of storage space and all desired equipment built in; refrigerator, 

dishwasher and oven. The kitchen island also has a breakfast bar with 4 bar stools. From the 

veranda you step straight into the pool and you have a beautiful view of the sea and the tropical 

garden. You can sit here in the shade with the fine sea breeze as a cooling effect. As an extension of 

the veranda is a sun terrace with next to it a room where the air conditioning units and boiler are out 

of sight.


 


The ground floor can serve as a separate apartment for when you have family or friends visiting or 

want to earn income through (holiday) rental. The fine covered veranda offers good shade and space 

for a dining and lounge area. The kitchen of the apartment is wonderfully spacious, with cooking 

island and all full appliances. Both guest bedrooms have their own en suite bathroom with shower, 

sink and toilet. Here too, the bedrooms have 2 windows with glass shutters, as well as air 

conditioning units. The bathrooms also have windows with glass shutters for good ventilation.

















The veranda of the apartment is pleasantly spacious and connects to the tropical gardens. There is 

also a sun terrace, beautiful palms and local vegetation. Next to the apartment is a large storage 

room where the pump and filter of the pool are located.


  

Details villa 44: 

A lovely modern villa with separate guest apartment within walking distance of the beach and the 

centre. Wonderful to live in, as a holiday villa and for holiday rental.


 


Lot: 1.090 m2


Bedrooms : 4


Bathrooms : 3


Separate apartment


Offered fully furnished


Ocean view pool


Spacious tropical gardens


Walking distance to beach and center 

Good rental possibilities 
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